The development of methods describing time series using stochastic processes took place in the 20 th century. Among others, stationary processes were modelled with Hurst exponent, whereas non-stationary processes with Hölder function. The characteristic feature of this type of processes is the analysis of the memory present in the time series. At the turn of the 21 st century interest in statistics and spatial econometrics, as well as analyses carried out within the new economic geography arose. In this article, we have proposed the implementation of methods taken from the analysis of time series in the modelling of spatial data and the application of selected measures in studying the intensity of expansion in spatial phenomena. As the intensity measure we use Hölder point exponents. The article is composed of two parts. The first one contains the description of study methodology, the second -examples of application.
Introduction
Economy changes in a dynamic and stochastic way, therefore methods used in the description of phenomena and processes taking place within the socio-economic context should also be dependent on time and contain an element of randomness. Due to a common access to panel data, the methodology developed for time series can be applied in temporal and spatial analyses.
In the article we have connected two types of modelling approach.
The first is the use of stationary and non-stationary stochastic processes containing Brownian motion processes. Stochastic models have become a permanent feature of the econometrics field and the intensive development of this methodology took place in econometric and time series analysis literature at the end of the 20 th century. The following works are examples of time series analysis range: Box, Jenkins (1976) , Granger, Mizon (1994) , Fuller (1996) , and in these time series are modelled as realizations of fractional and multi-fractional Brownian motion processes: Mandelbrot (1982) , Peters (1994) , Ayache, Lévy-Véhel (1999) .
The 21 st century also witnessed a dynamic development of statistics and spatial econometrics (Kopczewska, 2007; Suchecki, 2010; Domański, 2002; Zeliaś, 1991; Paelinck, Klaassen, 1983; Matyas, Sevestre, 2006; Hsiao, 2003; Getis, Mur, Zoller, 2004; Baltagi, 2005) . The field of economics which is undoubtedly represented by the New Economic Geography (NEG) belongs to the second trend of study. At the turn of the 21 st century an interest in the NEG arose, quantitative methods were applied in methodology (Krugman, 1991) ; trend surface analysis, diffusion (Hagerstrand, 1952; Bass, 1969) , gravity and potential appeared.
The article describes an implementation of methods taken from time series analysis used in modelling data in space and generalisation of methods for the multivariate case (Lévy-Véhel, Mendivil, 2011; Falconer, Lévy-Véhel, 2008; Lévy-Véhel, Seuret, 2004; Ayache, Taqqu, 2004; Barrière, 2007; Echelard, Barrière, Lévy-Véhel, 2010) .
The aim of the article is the application of Hölder function in the study of the expansion intensity of spatial phenomena. The research hypothesis can therefore be expressed as follows: it is assumed that Hölder point exponents can be interpreted as the intensity of expansion of spatial phenomena.
Elements of the methodology of time series analysis
In the process of time series modelling using fractional and multi-fractional processes of Brownian motion, time is the only argument. Stationary processes which are featured by fractional parts of Brownian motion depend on a constant parameter -Hurst exponent. This exponent belongs to the range (0, 1) and divides the time series into: persistent -with a positive correlation between the subsequent implementations (H ϵ (1/2, 1)) and anti-persistent, in which the correlation is negative (H ϵ (0, 1/2)). A general case is considered below -processes dependent on Hölder function. Fractional processes are an exceptional example of multi-fractional ones, that is, a constant Hölder function is the value of Hurst exponent.
Definition of Hölder function
Let (X, d X ) and (Y, d Y ) be metric spaces (Daoudi, Lévy-Véhel, Meyer, 1998; Mastalerz-Kodzis, 2003) . Function f: X → Y is called Hölder function with an exponent a (a > 0), if for each x, y ϵ X such, that d X (x, y) < 1 the function fulfils the inequality with a positive constant c: 
Hölder point exponent of function f at point x 0 is the number a f (x 0 ) expressed by the formula 
Stochastic process dependent on Hölder function
Let H t : [0, ∞) → (0, 1) be the Hölder function with an exponent a > 0. A multi-fractional Brownian motion process with a function parameter H t is a stochastic process ( ) t H B t defined for t ≥ 0 by the formula (Ayache, Lévy-Véhel, 1999; Peltier, Lévy-Véhel, 1995) :
where B is the standard Brownian motion process. The Hölder point exponents inform one about the characteristics of the process (Ayache, Lévy-Véhel, 1999; Daoudi, Lévy-Véhel, Meyer, 1998) . Among others, we can note that the process does not feature stationary growths when Hölder function is not constant and the closer the values of the function are to zero the bigger the variability of the graph. For function values close to one the process is smoother. The local capacitive and Hausdorff value of the process trajectory In the multi-fractional Brown's motion process Hölder function is a constant function, which means that the regularity of the process trajectory measured by this function also changes continuously. Further generalisation of Brown's motion process is based on the replacement of the continuous Hölder function with a discontinuous one (Peltier, Lévy-Véhel, 1995) . A generalised multi-fractional Brown's motion process with function parameter H(t) and l -a real number is process {B H, l(t)} t ϵ such, that for each t ϵ :
where D 0 = {x: |x| < 1} and for all n ≥ 1 D n = {x:
2.3. Multi-fractional Brownian motion process generation method -method of random relocation of the segment midpoint
The multi-fractional Brownian motion process can be generated with the use of random relocation of the segment midpoint method (Mastalerz-Kodzis, 2003; 2016) . Source: own study Interval [0, 1] is divided at half point and the following value is assigned to it
where B(0) = 0, B(1) is equal to Gaussian pseudorandom number with a mean of 0 and variation of 1. Value H(1/2) is set, whereas G in the subsequent stages is a series of pseudorandom numbers, which constitute an implementation of a variable of a normal distribution N(0,1). Generally, also in this stage, the value of the process is set by the formula 
where t -d and t + d are the former points of time segment interval [0, 1] (see Figure 1 ).
Elements of new economic geography
NEG is a field of science and economics dealing with spatial aspects, among others localization of economic activity in the world (Suchecki, 2010) . In the 21 st century, the consideration of e.g. the results of globalization phenomenon or environmental pollution is possible, among others, with the use of NEG methods. It is considered that space (geographic location, distance, neighbourhood) has a significant influence on the formation of a given phenomenon or an economic process. Krugman (1991) started the development of quantitative methods in NEG. The aim of this field of science is the explanation of concentration and agglomeration or dispersion of economic phenomena within geographic space. Spatial distribution (allocation) of economic activities is treated as an endogenous factor. In numerous studies it has been proved that geographic activities are not evenly distributed in space. Their intensity depends on many factors, which should be specified through the use of models.
In NEG we can distinguish among others: 1. Cause and effect models (spatial interactions e.g. the influence of European integration on international commerce); the answer to the question: where do economic activities concentrate and what is the reason for this in the era of globalization. 2. Spatial models, where independent variables constitute the coordinates of geographical location or the distance from a certain fixed point. Model parameters inform one about the force and the direction of regional tendencies in the development of spatial structure of the phenomenon. 3. Spatial diffusion models (deterministic and stochastic), used in carrying out analyses concerning transfer -shifting of socio-economic phenomena in space e.g.: relocation of population, knowledge, information, innovation, diseases (Hagerstrand, 1952; Bass, 1969) . Hagerstrand proved that the probability of diffusion is a decreasing function of distance and that diffusion processes are multivariate (that is, they spread from one area to another, and subsequently, with a certain delay, to further areas). We can distinguish, among others: expansive, relocating, contagious and hierarchical diffusion (Suchecki, 2010). 4. Models of gravity, gravitation and potential, used, inter alia, in the analysis of the migration of population, the spatial variability of economic characteristics (e.g. incomes) and in analyses of spatial interaction between objects.
The application of Hölder function in spatial analyses
The Hölder function, defined in chapter 2.1 is dependent only on parameter t and it is responsible for the variability of a process around any point in the range. Stochastic process can therefore be presented by a two-dimensional coordinate system. However, taking into consideration the NEG approach, we can question the application of methodology from chapter 2 to spatial economic analyses, conditioning the analyses on specific points in space and taking into consideration the memory effect. In NEG it was also Hagerstrand (1991) that drew his attention to the aspect of memory in the spreading of phenomena in space.
In literature (Ayache, Taqqu, 2004; Barrière, 2007 ; Echelard, Barrière, Lévy-Véhel, 2010; Falconer, Lévy-Véhel, 2008; Lévy-Véhel, Mendivil, 2011 ) the expansion of analyses for the multidimensional case is applied in analyses of image compression.
Therefore, generalizing to multivariate case, Hölder function is dependent on time t, and also on a point on a plane (x, y). Therefore, we obtain function H t (x, y) for a >0 and process
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Let H be a continuous function. Two-dimensional, multi-fractional Brownian motion process is a stationary or non-stationary stochastic process with covariance function expressed by the formula:
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The Hölder exponent measures the regularity of the function graph. If we assume that H is a differentiable function then, with probability 1 for each (x, y), equality 
Generalised method of random relocation of the segment midpoint
Similarly as in the single-dimensional case, there exists a method of generating three-dimensional surfaces (Perfect, Tarquis, Bird, 2009; Mastalerz-Kodzis, 2016) . When generating a coast line, we draw a polyline within a two-dimensional area, whereas while generating mountain ranges, we create a three-dimensional area. The base of the algorithm is a recurrent area division into smaller areas of the same shape. These areas can be represented by any shapes e.g. squares, triangles or hexagons. Randomly, we assign the heights at which the nodes of the shapes will be placed and then we must calculate the heights of the points needed for the next division. We calculate the average height of the neighbouring points and modify it by random value. Further, having calculated the new heights, we use them as nodes for the new shape, which is divided once again. A square is divided into four squares, a triangle into four triangles and a hexagon into three hexagons and for each of them the whole algorithm is repeated, decreasing the maximum value of the random height modification.
To each of the objects formed in this way we assign a measure (intensity), whose definition is based on the set parameter H (0 < H < 1) or H(t) (0 < H(t) < 1) and on Newton's binomial. After defining the values of the measures, their layout in the sector formed as a result of the division is random in each stage of iteration.
Let's consider a three-dimensional coordinate system. On the plane XY we place a square with side equal to 1. The Brownian process at moment t assigns value z for argument (x, y) and for value H(x, y). Value z is dependent on Hurst exponent or Hölder function.
The first iterative stage of generating the multi-fractional Brownian motion process in space can be expressed by the following formula: 
Where (x 1 , y 1 ),(x 2 , y 2 ) are the former division points, H(x, y) is the value of Hölder function for argument (x, y), whereas G in the subsequent stages is a series of pseudorandom numbers which constitute an implementation of a variable with a normal distribution N(0, 1).
In Figure 2 we have illustrated the implementation of the first four recurrent stages for the set generating function H(x, y). Variable z, which is the value of the process in space is represented in the bubble chart by the diameter of a circle with a set centre (x, y). 
Application of Hölder function in studying the expansion intensity of spatial phenomena
Multi-fractional Brownian motions in spatial terms can be used as a tool which allows to carry out multidirectional, socio-economic studies. Studying the intensity of spreading of an examined phenomenon in relation to place and time, as well as considering the short and long memory, turns out to be interesting. Using the value of Hölder function we can describe e.g. the level of environmental pollution, the effects of an explosion, spreading of a disease. We can prove that the mentioned values as well as other socio-economic characteristics are featured by memory, which means that historical observations (significantly distant or small distance away) influence current values.
In models considering spatial diffusion, the parameter of location is an important argument. In this article, this argument is a point on a plane (x, y). We assume that a subset of two-dimensional space D ϵ R 2 (a fragment of a plane) and a range of time T is given. We assume that time is a continuous parameter. We can consider the following cases: 1. A fixed point (x 0 , y 0 ) ϵ R 2 (e.g. geographical coordinates). In this case we consider a stationary or non-stationary stochastic process dependent on t. Methods from chapter 2 are applied (for time series). In a given place (x 0 , y 0 ) ϵ R 2 the process values are the values of any socio-economic characteristic, we analyze the variability of the characteristic in time on a two-dimensional chart. We study the memory of the series. For example, in the surrounding area of a given point on a plane we analyze: population density, rate of migration, level of pollution, intensity of occurrence of a certain disease unit, etc. (Figure 3 ). Figure 3 . Simulation chart of the intensity of falling ill with a certain unit of disease at a point (on a plane) with coordinates (x 0 , y 0 ) ϵ R 2 during a segment of time T. The lower the value of Hölder function, the more cases of the disease, H(t) = (cos(6t) + 1)/2 Source: own study 2. A fixed moment in time t 0 ϵ T. We can construct a map of the process values in a given moment of time (scan for t 0 ). For example, the intensity of pollution in Poland on the 1 st of December, 2016 at 12.00 o'clock. With the use of levels we connect points with the same level of pollution on the map of Poland and with an appropriate intensity of grey colour we mark the level of pollution. We can then compare scans for different moments in time and observe changes taking place in time in a given area (Figure 4) . area of the analyses, changes in time and space can be illustrated via a film, where in a steady way the expansion of a given phenomenon takes place, whereas its intensity is expressed by point values of Hölder exponents with consideration of memory effect.
Conclusion
Taking advantage of methods included in the theory of stochastic processes for modelling of processes that take place in the world, in spatial terms, is a useful tool for conducting analyses. Analysis of Hölder point exponents allows us to determine in a quantitative way the level of expansion of spatial phenomena. Connecting methods of time series analysis and elements of spatial modelling is useful in view of the possibility of using methodology in modelling as well as analyzing the force and direction of expansion in space. Making use of stochastic processes methods to model the structure and processes taking place in the world is currently an instrument present in theoretical and experimental considerations also in economic science. Stochastic analysis allows us to determine in a quantitative way the level of irregularity of the surface, it enables us to measure the expansion intensity of spatial phenomena. Connecting selected techniques of time series analysis and elements of spatial modelling with geometric methods is useful when considering the possibility of using methodology in economic modelling and in analysis of variability and intensity of the spread of phenomena in time and space.
